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individual fibers, or between a fiber and
the surrounding matrix material.
Hence, it is possible to measure the rear-
face temperature variations of individual
fibers. These variations can be corre-
lated with predictions of a computa-
tional model of heat transfer in the com-
posite specimen to obtain a diffusivity
map of the specimen.

The technique was demonstrated on
a specimen containing pure PBZT
fibers, one nanocomposite PBZT/car-
bon-nanotube fiber, and one copper

fiber mounted longitudinally in an
epoxy matrix. The copper fiber, having
known thermal conductivity, was in-
cluded for qualitative comparison. The
temperature transients of the pure
PBZT fibers were not distinguishable
from that of the matrix, and the ther-
mal diffusivity of the matrix and PBZT
fibers was found to be 0.0032 cm2/s.
The thermal diffusivity of the
PBZT/carbon-nanotube composite
fiber was found to be 0.049 cm2/s; the
true bulk diffusivity of the PBZT/car-

bon-nanotube composite could be
higher than the value computed from
the measurements because the heat-
transfer model used in the computa-
tions does not account for thermal cou-
pling between the fibers and the matrix.

This work was done by Brian Mayeaux,
Leonard Yowell of Johnson Space Center, and
Hsin Wang of Oak Ridge National Labora-
tory. For further information, contact the
Johnson Innovative Partnerships Office at
(281) 483-3809.
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System for Thermal Imaging of Hot Moving Objects
This advanced ratio-intensity thermography system has numerous potential uses.
Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia

The High Altitude/Re-Entry Vehicle
Infrared Imaging (HARVII) system is a
portable instrumentation system for
tracking and thermal imaging of a possi-
bly distant and moving object. The
HARVII is designed specifically for
measuring the changing temperature
distribution on a space shuttle as it reen-
ters the atmosphere. The HARVII sys-
tem or other systems based on the de-
sign of the HARVII system could also be
used for such purposes as determining
temperature distributions in fires, on
volcanoes, and on surfaces of hot mod-
els in wind tunnels. In yet another po-
tential application, the HARVII or a sim-
ilar system would be used to infer
atmospheric pollution levels from im-
ages of the Sun acquired at multiple
wavelengths over regions of interest.

The HARVII system includes the
Ratio Intensity Thermography System
(RITS) and a tracking subsystem that
keeps the RITS aimed at the moving ob-
ject of interest. The subsystem of pri-
mary interest here is the RITS (see fig-
ure), which acquires and digitizes
images of the same scene at different
wavelengths in rapid succession. Assum-
ing that the time interval between suc-
cessive measurements is short enough
that temperatures do not change appre-
ciably, the digitized image data at the
different wavelengths are processed to
extract temperatures according to the
principle of ratio-intensity thermogra-
phy: The temperature at a given location
in a scene is inferred from the ratios be-
tween or among intensities of infrared
radiation from that location at two or
more wavelengths. This principle, based
on the Stefan-Boltzmann equation for

the intensity of electromagnetic radia-
tion as a function of wavelength and
temperature, is valid as long as the ob-
served body is a gray or black body and
there is minimal atmospheric absorp-
tion of radiation.

In this particular variant of ratio-in-
tensity thermography, the wavelengths
are chosen to be in the near infrared
part of the spectrum and are selected to
minimize effects of atmospheric absorp-
tion. A nearly ideal pair of wavelengths
for minimizing effects of atmospheric
absorption would be 1.3 and 1.69 μm.
An additional advantage of this choice
of wavelengths is that conventional,
high-quality, commercial optics work
well at wavelengths below about 2 μm; if
longer wavelengths were chosen, it
would be necessary to design and build
special infrared optical components.

In practice, it was necessary to choose
1.55 μm as the longer of the two wave-
lengths because the infrared camera

available at the time of development of
the RITS was found not to be usable out
to 1.69 μm. In addition, the pass bands
of the filters used to select these observa-
tion wavelengths were required to be 10
to 20 nm wide in order to enable the ac-
quisition of sufficiently strong signals.
The finite widths of these pass bands
contribute to variations of atmospheric
effects at different water-vapor levels.
The use of three or more wavelengths
could enable almost complete correc-
tion for these effects. Alternately, if one
continued to use two wavelengths, then
corrections could be derived from meas-
urements made by a spectrometer
aimed at the Sun.

This work was done by Leonard Weinstein
and Jason Hundley of Langley Research Cen-
ter. For more information, download the
Technical Support Package (free white
paper) at www.techbriefs.com/tsp under
the Physical Sciences category.
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The RITS Acquires Images at Multiple Wavelengths in rapid succession by means of synchronized op-
eration of a filter wheel and near-infrared camera operating at a frame rate of 30 Hz. The design and
mode of operation of this system are such that if two wavelengths are used, then a total of 15 pairs
of complete images is acquired during 1 second.
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